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CompanionLink is a free contact, calendar and task manager tool for outlook and Office 365. This tool is going to synchronize and store any type of information you put on your outlook. Using a

very simple and easy to use software, you will have everything with your outlook because you use it. CompanionLink is a free software that will help you a lot. It will allow you to integrate all your

information on Outlook on different devices, like from your pc, tablet, phone or even laptop. With this tool, you can synchronize information from your devices and no data will be lost.

CompanionLink is a very simple and elegant software. But not only it’s designed to work on outlook, it is now compatible with the Office 365, so if you are using it in this way, you will also have

the ability to synchronize information from OneDrive and SharePoint. CompanionLink is going to work perfectly even if you are using a paid version of Outlook. This tool is going to be compatible

with many different devices. CompanionLink is a very simple software, you just need to follow a couple of steps and you will have your contact and calendar synchronized, so you can easily manage

your work time with the information you have in outlook. CompanionLink is a very powerful software, it is able to work with all type of information, not only calendar and contacts, but also tasks.

CompanionLink is a very easy tool to use. Just follow the steps, choose the type of devices you want to synchronize your information with and you’ll have everything updated on your other devices

as soon as they are saved in outlook. If you are using Office 365, you also have the option of synchronizing information from OneDrive. Features: Synchronize and store all your data from different

types of devices, synchronize and store your contacts, calendar, tasks, notes and more in outlook. The software is designed to work with all the versions of Office. It works perfectly even with paid

versions of outlook. All your data will be updated on the other devices, be it tablets, mobile phones, or another pc. Keep all your information updated with all your devices CompanionLink is a

complete tool for both outlook and office 365, you’ll have all the options to synchronize your contacts, calendars, tasks, notes and much more and keep all your data updated on all your devices.

This software is super easy to use, just
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Description: DAMAGES AND INJURIES: Software bugs can cause the destruction of data, render computer inoperable, or cause serious damage to computer. You may not get any notification or

advice if damage occurs, and such damage can happen at any time. You use a computer at your own risk, and agree to assume all responsibility for such damages, direct or indirect. You agree that

CompanionLink for Outlook is not responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, or for any incidental, special, or consequential damages, that may result from the use of the application. The

application is not a complete solution and should be used in conjunction with other programs. CompanionLink for Outlook is provided as is, with no warranty or representation, either express or

implied, by CompanionLink for Outlook as to its quality, timeliness, performance, or completeness. CompanionLink for Outlook is supported by United Technologies Corporation (UTC). For more

information, visit www.utc.com. Features: + Select data to sync: categories of contacts, categories of calendar items, or all items + Delete contacts: delete a contact right away, or sync its data to

Outlook + Import contacts from Outlook: click Import contacts to import a list of Outlook contacts, or add contacts to Outlook + Import to contacts: import contacts from Outlook into a list, or add a

contact from Outlook to your contacts list + Import contacts into Outlook: import contacts from Outlook into an Outlook contact list + Import calendar from Outlook: import calendar items from

Outlook into a list, or add a calendar item from Outlook to your calendar list + Import calendar to contacts: import calendar items from Outlook into a contact list + Import calendar to Outlook:

import calendar items from Outlook into an Outlook calendar list + Remove calendar items: remove a calendar item from your calendar list + Send event to sync: send an event to sync with a list, or

sync a list with an event + Send contact to sync: send a contact to sync with a list, or sync a list with a contact + Edit contact: edit contacts and calendar items + Display full contact list in List View:

display a full list of contacts and calendar items from Outlook in a grid view + View contact details: view contact details + View All Contacts: view all contacts + View All Contacts by Category:

view all contacts in a category

What's New In CompanionLink For Outlook?

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 8.1; Android 2.1 and higher; iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Android, Symbian OS; Windows Mobile 7.x; Nokia S60; Palm OS; CompanionLink for Outlook creates its own

custom database for user contacts and other information, so there is no need to use the Exchange accounts on your devices. This application is compatible with Outlook Express, Windows Live Mail,

Outlook, Hotmail and Gmail. Contacts, messages, calendar, tasks, notes and notebooks can be easily synchronized between Android and desktop devices through PC version. The following

scenarios are supported: - Synchronize device contacts with PC contacts - Sync device reminders with PC reminders - Sync device tasks with PC tasks - Sync device notes with PC notes - Sync

device notebooks with PC notebooks - Sync device calendars with PC calendars - Sync device drafts with PC drafts - Sync device custom fields with PC custom fields - Sync device exchange

properties with PC exchange properties - Sync device filters with PC filters - Sync device security with PC security - Sync device cards with PC cards - Sync device send/receive distribution list with

PC send/receive distribution list - Sync device sharing with PC sharing - Sync Device weather conditions with PC weather conditions - Sync Windows Vista / 7 tile with PC tile - Sync Windows XP

tile with PC tile - Sync Windows Phone tile with PC tile - Sync Windows phone notification with PC notification - Sync Windows Phone calendar with PC calendar - Sync Windows phone contacts

with PC contacts - Sync Windows phone notes with PC notes - Sync Windows phone tasks with PC tasks - Sync Windows phone inbox with PC inbox - Sync Windows phone cards with PC cards -

Sync Windows phone note with PC note - Sync Windows phone send/receive with PC send/receive - Sync Windows phone contacts with PC contacts - Sync Windows phone email with PC email -

Sync Windows phone homegroup with PC homegroup - Sync Windows phone call log with PC call log - Sync Windows phone contacts with PC contacts - Sync Windows phone folders with PC

folders - Sync Windows phone contacts with PC contacts - Sync Windows Phone 2.x inbox with PC 2.x inbox - Sync Windows phone 2.x note with PC 2.x note - Sync Windows phone 2.x tasks

with PC 2.x tasks - Sync Windows Phone 3.x new
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent Memory: 2GB Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 220, AMD Radeon HD 6770, or equivalent Hard Disk: 15GB Sound Card: DirectX

9.0 compatible sound card As of now, JK2 supports large maps of around 2500m for both the invasion and the campaign map. This makes JK2 compatible with the in-game Command Center, which

has a 500m limit for the total area that can be
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